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Thermography and Thermometry in the
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There are currently 3 established techniques employed
routinely to determine the risk of foot ulceration in the
patient with diabetes mellitus. These are the assessment of
circulation, neuropathy, and foot pressure. These assessments are widely used clinically as well as in the research
domain with an aim to prevent the onset of foot ulceration.
Routine neuropathic evaluation includes the assessment
of sensory loss in the plantar skin of the foot using both the
Semmes Weinstein monofilament and the biothesiometer.
Thermological measurements of the foot to assess responses
to thermal stimuli and cutaneous thermal discrimination
threshold are relatively uncommon. Indeed, there remains
uncertainty regarding the importance of thermal changes in
the development of foot ulcers. Applications of thermography

and thermometry in lower extremity wounds, vascular complications, and neuropathic complications have progressed
as a result of improved imaging software and transducer
technology. However, the uncertainty associated with the
specific thermal modality, the costs, and processing times
render its adaptation to the clinic. Therefore, wider adoption of thermological measurements has been limited. This
article reviews thermal measurement techniques specific to
diabetic foot such as electrical contact thermometry, cutaneous thermal discrimination thresholds, infrared thermography, and liquid crystal thermography.

P

diabetic foot.4,5 Progressive degeneration of sensory
nerve pathways is thought to affect both thermoreceptors and mechanoreceptors.6,7 High temperatures
under the foot coupled with reduced or complete loss
of sensation can predispose the patient to foot ulceration.5,8 An approach combing routine measurements
and thermal techniques may improve the quality of
research in diabetes and facilitate detection/control of
diabetic foot problems. This aim is keeping with the
guidelines of the St. Vincent’s Declaration that targets
a 50% reduction of lower limb amputations due to
diabetic foot complications.

revious reviews1-3 on thermological techniques
have described the requirements, available transducers, and applications without focusing on any
special technique/sensor for assessment of the diabetic foot. The aim of this article is to summarize the
performance of such thermal measurement techniques as thermal perception thresholds, electrical
contact thermometry, infrared thermography, and
liquid crystal thermography (LCT) specifically for
diabetic foot assessment.
The study of thermal patterns under the foot is
potentially useful in the clinical management of the
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THE DIABETIC FOOT
Diabetes mellitus is a disease with multisystem
complications. Currently, there are 1.8 million people
suffering from diabetes in the United Kingdom.9
Recent statistics by the American Diabetic Association
suggest that the prevalence of diabetes in the United
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States is 18 million and the onset of type 2 diabetes
mellitus preceded its diagnosis by a mean 7 years.10
The diabetic foot is a major long-term complication of
type 2 diabetes mellitus.11-14
Primary etiologic factors of diabetic foot disease
include peripheral neuropathy and peripheral vascular disease (PVD).8,15 The risk of hospital admission
for PVD, neuropathy, and ulceration is greater for
patients with diabetes.16 Fifty percent of patients with
diabetes have some degree of neuropathy, resulting in
at least 1 foot ulcer during the lifetime in 15% of the
cases.17 Clinical guidelines suggest foot ulcers occur
in 5% of diabetic patients in the United Kingdom.18
Foot ulcers are the main cause of lower extremity
amputation in patients with diabetes,12,19,20 resulting
in a huge economic burden for health services.
Ulcers invariably occur as a consequence of interaction between environmental hazards and specific
changes in the lower limbs of certain patients.15,21
Such factors as microangiopathy and autonomic
neuropathy, together with loss of sensation, high
foot pressures, local deformity, trauma, and susceptibility to infection,16 lead to a propensity for foot
ulcers. The insensate foot is prone to ulceration,
especially at sites of abnormal pressure such as the
prominent metatarsal heads.8 Classic neuropathic
ulcers occur frequently on the plantar surface but
may occur on medial and lateral surfaces.8
Several studies have identified neuropathy as
important in the impairment of blood flow in the diabetic foot.22,23 Flynn and Tooke24 suggested that
patients with long-standing neuropathy may have
poor regulatory mechanisms and hence altered blood
flow. Microcirculatory dysfunction is considered to be
associated with foot ulceration.25 Cutaneous microvascular blood flow in diabetic patients is abnormal.22-24
This is linked to existing neuropathic complications
that alter the regulatory mechanisms controlling blood
flow. Laser Doppler studies of diabetic foot26-28 confirm
these findings.
Foot ulcers can be classified as neuropathic, neuroischemic, and ischemic. It is suggested that on average, the rate of occurrence for neuropathic ulcers is
40%, whereas the rate of occurrence for ischemic
ulcers is just 10%.15,29 One of the longer studies in the
United Kingdom, involving 6336 diabetic patients,
showed a 58% and 16% rate of occurrence for neuropathic and ischemic ulcers, respectively, in type 2
diabetic patients.30 The study population was limited
to tertiary referrals. It is important to discriminate
between the neuropathic and neuroischemic foot; the
clinical presentation of these conditions is different,
and so are subsequent therapeutic strategies.31 Three

parameters that may be used for identification of neuropathy or neuroischemia in the diabetic foot are skin
temperature, pain, and the Ankle Brachial Pressure
Index (ABPI).8 Of these, both temperature and ABPI
are objective measurements, with the latter being
widely available. It is important to point out that
ABPI in the diabetic foot may be subject to errors
(falsely high) on account of stiffening of the intimal
layer of the arteries that is known to occur.
ASSESSMENT OF DIABETIC NEUROPATHY
The clinical criteria for diagnosing complications
of diabetic foot is known. It is common in clinical
practice to assess the presence and extent of peripheral neuropathy to identify risk for foot ulceration.
Diabetic neuropathy accounts for almost 60% to
80% of foot ulcers,11,12,19,29 especially on the plantar
surface of the foot at areas subjected to high pressure
during walking. Traditionally, the Semmes-Weinstein
monofilament (SW) is used though biothesiometry
may also be used for the assessment of neuropathy.7,32
According to the National Institute of Health and
Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines, neuropathy
may be detected by using a 10-g SW nylon monofilament that buckles at a reproducible stress and measures cutaneous pressure perception threshold. A
vibration perception threshold of greater than 25 V is
also considered to be consistent with the presence of
neuropathy. However, these methods are subjective,
and to the authors’ knowledge, objective data in support of specific sites to be tested and minimum
number of insensate sites required for prediction of
foot ulceration have not been published.32
IMPORTANCE OF THERMAL MEASUREMENTS
IN DIABETIC FOOT
Presently, clinicians assess circulatory function,
neuropathic complications, and pressure distribution
under the foot on its plantar skin (where the technique
is available) to identify the risk of foot ulceration.33
This combined approach is accepted in diabetic clinics and research centers as a means of preventing the
onset of foot ulceration. NICE guidelines suggest considering the risk category of patients and the relative
contribution of all contributory factors and incorporating the respective management strategies for the treatment of diabetic foot disease.
Pathways leading to ulceration and the underlying
pathophysiology have been well described, although
there is a lack of unanimity among workers. A reliable
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diagnosis based on clinical presentation and appropriate tests may help to reduce the risk of foot
ulcers.12 The diagnostic criteria for diabetic foot is
well documented in literature.33
Modern medical imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging, scintigraphy, radiography,
and ultrasonography are now routinely used to test the
bone and vascular supply to the peripheries and the
foot. Thermography and scintigraphy (to detect infection in the bone) are also used. Although imaging is
used for a broad range of clinical conditions, its application in diabetic foot is recent.14,34-37 Traditionally,
clinicians use careful visual inspection of the superficial skin surface followed by histopathology of
the biopsy samples. The authors’ research group is
involved in a collaborative research initiative, using
thermal imaging to determine the association between
thermal changes in plantar foot and sensory loss in
diabetic foot disease.
Thermal changes under the plantar foot may be the
result of vascular insufficiency, diabetic neuropathy,
skeletal changes, infection, or a combination of these
factors. The reactive hyperemia that follows a period
of loading of healthy skin in an upright individual is
impaired in the foot of a patient with neuropathy.22,26
Systemic thermal stimulation increases skin blood
flux (as assessed using a laser Doppler flowmeter)
through reduced sympathetic neural action on arteriovenous (AV) shunts, whereas local heating affects
capillary perfusion irrespective of sympathetic neural
activity.38-40 A laser Doppler study23 demonstrated
impaired hyperemic response to thermal injury in
type 1 diabetic patients on the skin over the dorsum
of the foot.
It has been suggested that diabetes disturbs
unmyelinated nerve fiber function prior to and more
severely than large fiber function.6,41 The neuropathic foot exhibits increased skin temperature and
heightened coloration under rest, indicative of
increased blood flow.24 There is supporting evidence
from other studies.4,5 These findings lend support to
the hypothesis of the capillary steal theory, which
incorporates AV shunting.42 There are 2 main types of
capillaries involved in skin perfusion: nutritive and
thermoregulatory. Thermoregulatory capillaries
facilitate in primary heat exchange mechanism to
maintain body temperature. The flow in these vessels is controlled by the hypothalamus in response
to thermoreceptor signals. Heightened metabolic
activity produces vasoactive substances,43 which
trigger the vasodilatory response in skin. This is an
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autoregulatory mechanism. It leads to a hyperemic
response resulting from either a short-term occlusion
of the blood vessels or thermal stress. At rest, a minimal part of perfusion supplies nutritional needs,
whereas a larger part serves a thermoregulatory function.44 According to the capillary steal theory, the arterial blood supply bypasses nutritional capillaries
through the dermal thermoregulatory capillaries, leading to tissue hypoxia due to maldistribution of skin
microvascular blood flow. Mork et al45 offer a hypothesis similar to the popular capillary steal theory for AV
shunting as the pathogenetic factor in erythromelalgia
(condition of red, warm, and burning, painful extremities). Mork et al suggested that disease etiology may be
of neural or local vasoactive origin. Erythromelalgia is
a rare disorder of unknown etiology45 producing similar symptoms (AV shunting and denervated sympathetic pathways) as in diabetic neuropathy.46,47 There is
another hypothesis (the hemodynamic hypothesis48)
that argues that microangiopathy leads to rheological
changes in blood vessels, a consequence of which is
impaired hyperemic response. This involves only
nutritive capillaries.
At present, there is not a comprehensive understanding of the significance of small local temperature variation in the lower extremities, especially in
patients with diabetic neuropathy. Thermoreceptors
are structurally simple and are located near the skin
surface, unlike mechanoreceptors. Mechanoreceptors,
on the other hand, are of 3 types: slowly adapting,
which are sensitive to the intensity of pressure;
rapidly adapting; and very rapidly adapting. Both
types of rapidly adapting receptors respond to
dynamic changes in plantar pressure.26 Skin temperature changes activate both specific thermoreceptors
and tactile receptors. Sensory receptors have a punctuate distribution on the skin surface; that is, specific points are sensitive to specific modalities. Cold
receptors are located at a depth of 0.16 mm at the
endings of thin myelinated Aδ fibers and increase
their firing rate with a decreasing temperature.49
Warm receptors are located at a depth of 0.45 mm at
the endings of slower unmyelinated C fibers and
increase their firing rate with increasing temperature.49 Cold receptors outnumber warm receptors by
a factor of 3 to 10 in most areas of the body.43
The use of thermal techniques to evaluate diabetic
foot has largely remained a research topic. The authors
believe that thermal techniques can be significantly
useful in diabetic foot assessment, with the intent of
determining risk of foot ulceration.
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THERMAL MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS
FOR DIABETIC FOOT
Measurement of plantar pressure and determination of extent of sensory neuropathy help to determine
respective dysfunctions but are of less use in understanding causative factors. Thermological techniques
may be used to supplement measurements by providing both qualitative and quantitative data. Skin temperature is a product of influences arising from both
internal structures and external conditions. In early
stages of diabetic neuropathy, the affected areas on the
plantar foot appear as hot spots but later on appear
cold because of significant vascular impairment.
There is increased blood flow in the diabetic foot,
which is also warm and therefore dissipates heat
due to an increased metabolic rate.4,5,50,51 Dynamic
measurements may be sensitive for detection of perfusion abnormalities because of neuropathy in diabetic subjects. The change in temperature when
warming or cooling the foot is described by the
change in color, heat exchange between surrounding
tissue by conduction, heat exchange due to perfusion,
and heat production by metabolism. It is therefore
appropriate to consider the effect of neuropathy on
regulation of blood flow in the foot. Neurogenic modulations result from neuroregulatory processes, which
involve feedback from peripheral and visceral thermosensors.52
Boyko et al53 reexamined the association of skin
temperature with diabetic neuropathic foot in their
study of diabetic subjects. The results showed that
diabetic patients with sensory or autonomic neuropathy do not have higher foot skin temperature.
These results are contradictory to those published in
other studies that report that diabetic neuropathy
results in elevated microcirculation in the foot and
hence raised foot temperature.4,5 First, the 2 studies
used different thermal modalities, and hence there is
no direct correlation between the results. Second,
there were no measurements of the healthy controls
to assess the range of variation in foot temperatures
in the study by Boyko et al.53 There remains uncertainty with the protocol as to location of the patient
feet (exposed to air or on a thermally conductive
sheet) and lack of baseline temperature measurements prior to walking.
It is clear that thermological measurements provide
data related to influence of total blood flow (ie, both
thermoregulatory and nutritional) in the tissue.
Results from infrared studies show that the rate of
warming, maximum recovery temperature, degree of
temperature variation at the anatomical site, and lag
time (time interval between onset of thermal stress to

onset of cooling/warming) are useful when assessing
the response to thermal cycling.54 The results need to
be interpreted carefully before inferring any likely
physiological significance.
TECHNIQUES FOR THERMAL MEASUREMENTS
OF DIABETIC FOOT
The diagnostic criteria for diabetic neuropathy
varies across clinical centers. This variability combined with subclinical (symptomatic with absent
clinical or neurophysiological signs) neuropathy in
certain diabetic patient groups adds to the problem of
identifying patients with increased risk of foot ulceration. It has been discussed that the assessment of
small-fiber function can further clinicians’ understanding of the extent of neuropathic damage. This
can be extremely useful in patients with subclinical
neuropathy.55 Quantitative assessment of small-fiber
degeneration offers the possibility of monitoring effects
of drugs and metabolic status in lower extremities
due to altered glycemic levels in diabetes.
Different methods used clinically to assess smallfiber function can be classified as electrical contact
thermometry, cutaneous temperature discrimination
thresholds, infrared thermography, and LCT. Each
technique is independently discussed in the following sections with a brief background, data-processing
requirements, medical applications, and suitability
for diabetic foot assessment.
ELECTRICAL CONTACT THERMOMETRY
Electrical contact thermometry in general means
use of appropriate transducers (individual or arrays)
to measure surface temperature of the body in
contact. Thermistors or semiconductor resistors are
used for local measurements of skin temperature.
Thermocouples are an application of the Seebeck
effect, in which 2 different metals under a temperature differential produce a contact voltage or thermal
electromotive force (depending on contact site).
Kelechi et al56 proposed a limit of agreement of
±1.5°C between infrared and thermistor thermometers. This limit of agreement is acceptable as a
reference standard for infrared (IR) thermometers
to measure localized skin temperature in clinical settings. However, these are suitable only for localized
skin temperatures and do not have whole-field capability. Arrays of the size of a human foot or smaller
local arrays can be built to measure foot temperatures
under the plantar surface of the foot.57 Fundamental
considerations associated with electrical contact
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thermometry are response time, calibration, temperature dependence of measured variable, and effects of
thermistor/electronic thermometer on the test object.
Response time may be expected to depend on measurement conditions, sensor (or probe) size, and its
heat capacity. It takes a certain amount of time for the
thermistor, depending on the heat capacity, and a certain amount of time to produce an associated change
in resistance. Calibration for skin surface measurements is difficult (unlike for fluid calibration). Special
thermal phantoms may be developed for comparative
measurements, calibrated using electrical surface
thermometers. Excessive pressure from the sensor (or
probe) could alter the blood supply and hence surface
temperature. However, there are issues relating to
patient isolation, variable response times for different
thermocouple units, compensation electrical circuits
for thermocouple units, and real-time data-logging
instrumentation.
CUTANEOUS TEMPERATURE
DISCRIMINATION THRESHOLDS
Temperature discrimination threshold is a measure
of small-fiber function and is clinically relevant as
temperature sensation is affected early on in patients
with diabetes.6,41,55 Loss of small-fiber function due to
diabetic neuropathy is a major cause of morbidity
in diabetic patients.58 Viswanathan et al7 investigated cutaneous temperature discrimination using
a TipTherm (Axon GmBh, Dusseldorf, Germany)
device (based on different conductivity of materials)
for the diagnosis of distal symmetrical polyneuropathy.
The TipTherm is a penlike device with 2 flat sides (one
made of metallic material and the other of synthetic
material), independent of external power sources, easy
to handle, and lightweight. Its validity and accuracy
were evaluated against established methods of assessing neuropathy. It was found that the TipTherm had
sensitivities and specificities of 97.3% and 98.3% and
100% and 92.1% compared to biothesiometry the SW
monofilament, respectively. A total of 910 consecutive
patients (628 men and 282 women) were selected. The
mean age (SD) of the patients was 53.7 (10.4) years, and
the mean (SD) duration of diabetes was 9.7 (8.0) years.
Bertelsmann et al55 used 2 alternative forcedchoice procedures that employed a thermostimulator (based on the Peltier principle) to assess
cutaneous thermal perception at the foot dorsum
and hand dorsum. Both warmth and cold receptors
were tested using the thermal stimulator. The 2 most
important findings of this research study were the
age-related differences in thermal discrimination
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and length-dependent nature of diabetic neuropathy.
Thirty-six healthy subjects and 20 diabetic subjects
with neuropathy were selected for this study. This
study has limitations. First, subjects in this study
were not age and sex matched. The age range of the
study group was also limited. Thirty-six nondiabetic
subjects (25 women and 11 men, aged 24-91 years)
and 20 diabetic subjects (11 women and 9 men, aged
22-69 years) were investigated. Operator bias, intrasubject variability, and the overall subjective nature
of the technique discount its use as a routine assessment tool for thermal measurements in diabetic
patients. Operator bias is specific to this technique
because the readings recorded depend on the attention of the subject and therefore on the handling
skills of the operator. The size of the Peltier stimulator (3 cm × 4 cm) permits only measurement local to
small areas every single time. This technique is
based on the patient’s subjective assessment and
considers the response of either cold receptors or
warmth receptors because of 2 reasons: (1) specific
points are sensitive to either warmth/cold stimuli,
and (2) cold receptors outnumber warmth receptors
by a factor of 3 to 10 in most areas of the body.43 The
latter is a limitation as it is not possible to acquire a
whole field image of the foot using Peltier’s device.
Liniger et al58 assessed thermal sensitivity in diabetic
neuropaths using a specially developed Thermocross
(Medical School, Geneva, Switzerland) tool (based on
thermoresistances). They reported that the deficit
in thermal sensation detected by Thermocross paralleled the decline of nerve conduction.
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY
IR thermography is a real-time temperature measurement technique used to produce a colored visualization of thermal energy emitted by the measured
site at a temperature above absolute zero. Jones and
Plassmann59 have provided an excellent review on IR
technology along with related image-processing considerations. Traditionally, a 2-dimensional image representing 3-dimensional thermal distribution is
acquired using standard image acquisition hardware.
Each pixel in the image depicts the radiance falling on
the focal plane array/microbolometer–type detector
used in an IR camera.
Technological advances in IR cameras in speed and
spatial resolution now make it possible to quantitatively assess thermal patterns. It is recommended that
IR imaging equipment must be regularly calibrated,
and characteristic parameters be determined using
simple tests such as spatial resolution, stability of
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temperature measurement, and linearity of field. The
imaging protocol and quantitative techniques in medical thermography have been well described.60 Jones
et al61 identified a common need to establish a reference database of normal thermograms from all major
areas of the human body, from which the abnormal
findings can be reliably assessed. The reference database is a multicenter effort to standardize IR imaging
for reproducible and clinically relevant thermal measurements.
IR thermography has applications in medicine
that include breast thermography, vascular disease,62
skin disease,63 studies of inflammatory response,64
Raynaud phenomenon,54 sleep research,65 and painrelated thermal dysfunction. IR thermography is a
noninvasive and high-resolution technique used to
measure physiological changes complementing standard radiographic investigations.59 Wang et al62 used
IR thermography in a small patient group with vascular or neurological complications and emphasized
the need for establishing normal variations of skin
temperature before attempting to quantify abnormal
criteria. The technique has been used to assess both
anatomical and functional changes.
Langer and other researchers used IR thermography to study vascular complications and foot ulceration in patients with diabetes mellitus.66-70 Ideally,
using thermographic measurements to prevent foot
ulceration by studying and documenting thermal
findings in lower extremities in well-designed clinical studies13,71 would be a very useful extension of
the use of the technique.
Blood vessels close to the skin surface can be easily traced from IR images59 that are sensitive to the
heat from blood vessels. Merla et al54 used IR thermography to assess vasoconstrictive responses to
cold stress for patients with Raynaud phenomenon
in a pilot study. One of the significant findings of
this study was that it permitted the effect of treatment to be followed up.
High-sensitivity IR cameras are available, although
at an increased cost. IR thermography has poor
specificity: thermographic images cannot identify
the increased cutaneous perfusion. The presence of
inflammatory effects in both deep and superficial vessels can be misleading when using the IR technique as
indeed would the presence of nonvascular pathology
such as Baker cyst of the knee joint.
IR measurements can complement other modalities. Dynamic area telethermometry is a useful biomedical technique based on IR imaging and can be
used to assess diabetes mellitus.52 It employs assessment of hemodynamic and neurogenic variations in
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Fig. 1 Principle of the measurement of skin surface temperature
with liquid crystals.

the tissue and offers an objective and quantitative
diagnostic figure of merit.
LCT
LCT provides a color response proportional to
the temperature of a heated surface in contact with
the thermochromic liquid crystals (TLCs). Figure 1
shows the principle of measurement of skin surface
temperature with liquid crystals. The black absorbing layer acts as a barrier between the skin and liquid crystals; it prevents reflection by skin surface.
The temperature range over which the TLC material actively reflects visible light and can be distinguished by the imaging equipment is termed the
color bandwidth or color play interval.72,73 The operating range of TLCs varies from –30°C to 150°C.
Liquid crystals with color bandwidth less than 5°C
are narrow band, and those with a bandwidth greater
than 5°C are wide-band liquid crystals.
The sequence of color most commonly observed
is red followed by yellow, green, blue, and violet.74
However, some liquid crystals produce only selective transitions, that is, red-green-red or green-red,
during warming. The chemical formulation of liquid
crystal material determines its color versus temperature characteristics at the manufacturing stage.74
Details related to the physics and characteristics of
TLCs are widely published.72,73,75-77
Figure 2 shows the reflected wavelength versus
temperature response of a temperature-sensitive thermochromic liquid crystal mixture. The clearing point
is the temperature at which the TLC becomes transparent as a consequence of the crystals’ achieving a
nonreflecting isotropic state. When the TLC is cooled,
they change back to the anisotropic semicrystalline
state is principally dependent on the rate of cooling,
which leads to a shift in the hue versus temperature
profile. This change is reversible provided that the
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Fig. 2 Typical reflected wavelength versus temperature response
of a temperature-sensitive thermochromic liquid crystal mixture.

TLC is allowed to cool to a formulation-dependent
temperature termed the event temperature.
Pure TLC material is difficult to work with because
of its oily form, risk of chemical contamination, and
exposure to ultraviolet light. These difficulties can be
avoided through polymer microencapsulation of the
TLC.74,78 Various production techniques are used to
enable TLC to be offered in the form of an emulsion,
polymer sheet, or latex support.
Hue-temperature calibration is the most common
technique used for almost all applications of
LCT.75,76,79,80 However, modern approaches to LCT calibration employ red-green-blue imaging sensors81 and
artificial intelligence techniques such as neural networks.82 Recently, the authors’ research group has
developed a novel approach using neural networks for
calibration of TLC to minimize the dependence on
variations in background illumination.83 It offers significant advantages over the hue-temperature calibration
that may be useful in certain research or industrial
applications, for example, determination of temperature distribution in complex geometries, in which illumination can have a significant effect on the hue of the
color response.
The earliest applications of liquid crystals were
qualitative and limited in scope because of a lack of
efficient imaging equipment. LCT is primarily used in
thermal mapping, nondestructive testing, fluid flow
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visualization, aerospace engineering, and studies of
electronic cooling and boiling heat transfer.76 There are
numerous applications in medicine, namely, andrology, rheumatology, sports medicine, dermatology,
dolorology, vasculopathies,84 podiatry,85 pulmonological diagnostics,86 and consumer thermometry.74
Portnoy87 and Ashforth et al79 have reviewed the
specialized use of liquid crystals in quantitative thermal imaging for biomedical applications. LCT was
used in evaluation low-back pain for study groups
including patients with degenerative discogenic
lesions, acquired lesions, congenital and developmental lesions, and back pain resulting from unknown
causes.88 LCT was also used in determination of baseline data for thermal patterns in the face of healthy
individuals.89 The detector plate contained microencapsulated liquid crystals in a latex membrane. Such
data sets are important for objective assessment in
cases of nerve injuries and monitoring recovery. A positive relationship exists between temperature changes
and nerve injuries in lower and upper limbs.90,91
Dribbon85 suggested the use of LCT in assessing neurovascular complications by studying characteristic
patterns of hypoemissivity, taking the contralateral foot
as a control. Meyers et al (cited in the work of Stess
et al4) suggested that normal thermographic patterns in
humans are characterized by remarkable symmetry of
temperature in homologous body parts as confirmed in
their study of controls. This fact is useful in bilateral
studies of various pathologies, in which thermographic
patterns in the contralateral part are compared to the
affected part. Diabetic neuropathy is generally symmetric; that is, both feet should represent similar thermal patterns in our study. Diaz92 used LCT to evaluate
sympathetic blocks. In the study under consideration,92 emulsion-based liquid crystals were used on a
single patient for qualitative analysis. However, using
emulsion-based liquid crystals carries the risk of crosscontamination when used in medical applications.
However, wiping with an alcohol swab will be satisfactory in most cases.
In cases of tissue trauma, liquid crystals can be
used to differentiate between regions of normal and
impaired vascularity.87 Stess4 and Benbow5 have
used LCT for diabetic foot assessment. Two major
problems with these studies were low image resolution and pressure sensitivity of TLCs. This is the reason that LCT has not been widely adopted for
diabetic foot assessment. In addition, both the studies under consideration had supine measurements
for feet, which do not replicate the normal loading
condition to which the feet are subjected most of the
time. Both studies used TLC on latex support to
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evaluate plantar thermal emission patterns.
According to the TLC characterization study within
the authors’ research group, TLC on latex support
has been found to be pressure sensitive.93 It suffers
from nonhomogenities resulting in high uncertainties in measured hue values and limited temperature
resolution due to its manufacturing and material
properties.
Tables 1 and 2 list the results from the 2 LCT studies for their respective patient groups. Both the tables
present temperature readings for the study groups.
Stess et al4 have reported significantly increased plantar foot temperature and mottled thermographic patterns for patients with active foot ulceration. Three
patient groups were studied: diabetic patients with a
history of foot ulceration but without any active foot
ulceration, diabetic patients with active foot ulceration, and nondiabetic healthy controls.
The study by Benbow et al5 found increased mean
foot temperature (MFT) in diabetic neuropathic
patients leading to foot ulceration, measured using
temperature-sensitive liquid crystals. The study was
composed of 3 groups: neuropathic patients with
PVD, neuropathic patients without PVD, and nondiabetic healthy controls.
Elevated temperatures at weight-bearing sites
(ie, metatarsal heads and heel) may indicate pressure trauma or increased AV shunting.94 Benbow
et al5 proposed that a normal or low MFT in the neuropathic foot may be a marker of PVD, which confers
an increased risk of ischemic foot disease. This was
a hypothesis based on the prospective study of 50
subjects with diabetic neuropathy. Benbow’s suggestion must be considered preliminary but one with
potential for the future.
DISCUSSION
The aim of this article was to examine the means
of measuring thermal changes in the skin of patients.
Vascular changes due to abnormal neuronal control
involve changes that can be identified and monitored through their effects on the dynamics of thermal behavior on human skin.95 Previous studies of
diabetic neuropathy have used several instruments
to detect the lack of protective sensation in the
foot. However, there has not been any instrument
designed specifically for the evaluation of thermal
patterns under the foot and other temporal parameters such as rate of change of vascularity and thermal
hyperemia. Ideally, there should be an instrument to
evaluate neuropathy independently and objectively
that is easy to use, readily available, reproducible,

Table 1. Foot Temperature (°C) for 3 Study
Groups as Determined by Liquid Crystal
Thermography in the Research Study by Stess et al4

Group 1 (nondiabetic controls
Group 2 (diabetic without ulcers)
Group 3 (diabetic with active ulcer)

–x

SD

27
26
28

0.3
0.3
0.3

Table 2. Foot Temperature (°C) for
3 Study Groups as Determined by
Liquid Crystal Thermography in
the Research Study by Benbow et al5

Group 1 (nondiabetic controls)
Group 2 (diabetic with neuropathy,
without peripheral vascular
disease ulcers)
Group 3 (diabetic with neuropathy,
with peripheral vascular
disease ulcers)

–x

SD

25.7

2.1

28.2

2.9

25.6

1.9

sensitive, and specific. It would appear that limitations exist resulting from the techniques themselves
discussed and their applications.
Increased temperatures in lower extremities may
cause differences in thermal drive (skin temperature
inputs) for diabetic neuropaths. This justifies employing thermal measurements for lower extremities to
evaluate physiological differences between diabetic
neuropaths and healthy subjects. While evaluating
these differences, the age- and sex-related differences
in thermoregulatory mechanisms must also be determined. Diabetic foot ulcers occur because of irregularities in the underlying microangiopathy and
neuropathy. Therefore, either measurements should
be made at several discrete locations or a whole-field
technique such as LCT or IR thermography should be
used. LCT is a factor of magnitude cheaper than the IR
thermography system.93,95 Spin-off techniques using
IR imaging, such as dynamic area telethermometry,
study thermal behavior in time domain and are therefore less sensitive to reflection artifacts.52 The technique may be suitable for specialty diagnostic centers.
In the past, LCT was limited by poor thermal resolution (±0.5°C), poor spatial resolution (±5 mm), slow
response time (>60 seconds), and subjective assessment.95 Recent advances in liquid crystal technology
now offer the potential for better thermal mapping and
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accuracy, faster response time,73 and better temperature resolution using digital image processing.72,73,83,96
In addition, neurogenic modulation of perfusion is
exhibited at lower frequencies.52 Therefore, using LCT
over IR thermography to assess diabetic neuropathic
foot may yield useful diagnostic information at a lesser
cost of thermal accuracy.97 There is clearly a need for
rigorously controlled studies.
The results from the 2 studies4,5 discussed in
Tables 1 and 2 cannot be directly compared as they
are different in many ways. Ideally, the LCT technique should be developed to identify preulcerous
changes in the diabetic patient who is at increased
risk of foot ulceration.
Currently, there are no guidelines for thermal
assessment of the diabetic foot. A low-cost thermal
technique such as LCT offers the potential to measure static and dynamic parameters on plantar foot
skin. Electrical contact thermometry or cutaneous
thermal perception need more time to make point
measurements over the same surface area.
CONCLUSION
Past research and clinical studies related to diabetic foot have particularly focused on the nutritive
blood supply, AV shunts, and systemic or local control mechanisms without any detailed assessment
of the thermal patterns in diabetic foot. In this article,
thermal measurement of diabetic foot has been shown
to be a useful technique in clinical management of the
diabetic foot. Various parameters of interest and measurement techniques have been identified to study
the pathophysiology of the vascular system and neuronal control in diabetic foot disease.
The authors’ research group is developing and
applying engineering techniques to further the current understanding of pathogenetic mechanisms of
plantar ulceration in diabetic patients. An LCT system is currently under development for both static
and dynamic assessment of diabetic foot. Three physical forms of TLC materials have been assessed for use
in the system93 as reported in this article. It does
appear reasonable to conclude that at present, a great
deal of ground needs to be covered to develop the
potential offered by thermal techniques to improve
the potential to diagnose diabetes and other disorders.
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